AUTUMN & WINTER
2020/2021

NEW IN!

MAKE SURE TO HAVE A COSY WINTER
Do you know the not-too-cosy feeling of your extremities just having

turned into ice cubes? Knitido is well aware – and has the solution. This is
how toe socks help with cold feet:
✓✓separate, mobile toes
✓✓better blood circulation
✓✓effectively warmer feet
Toe socks stimulate your thermoregulation – and you can finally say goodbye to all those ineffective, uncomfortable layers of socks.

Check out the Knitido assortment and buy the toe socks that meet exactly
your needs and expectations.

NEW IN – You’ll now find also mouth and nose covering masks: comfortable,

seamless and adapting perfectly to your face. In Knitido quality, of course.
… And now there is nothing holding you back from enjoying a cosy winter.
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NEW IN: COMFY MASK
Masks have become part of our everyday lives – however, they don’t always
feel too good.
We have applied our know-how in 3D
knitting and designed a substantial
mask that perfectly adapts to your face.
No scratching, no pressure, no shifting.
✓✓anatomical fit
✓✓completely seamless
✓✓double layered cotton

COMFY MASK

✓✓washable up to 60°C

Article no. 7600

Now wearing a mask finally becomes

Mouth and nose covering mask in skin-friendly
cotton. Seamless, knitted in one piece, two-layer.

comfortable.

SIZE M / L
MATERIAL 80% cotton, 18% nylon, 2% elastane
FABRIC medium
COLOUR
101
black

4

12,90 €

010
light grey

DYED NATURALLY
Comfy Mask Organic Cotton is dyed
with botanical colours:
organic cotton
colours are obtained from plants,
flowers and fruits
natural and low in pollutants

COMFY MASK
ORGANIC COTTON

Article no. 7602

14,90 €

Mouth and nose covering mask made of organic
cotton, in three natural colours.
SIZE M / L
MATERIAL 80% cotton, 18% nylon, 2% elastane
FABRIC medium

COLOUR
008
010
012
mottled blue mottled grey mottled pink
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EVERYDAY

MERINO WOOL

SAY GOODBYE TO COLD FEET
It cannot be warm enough for you?
Then merino wool is the way to go:
✓✓natural and warm fiber
✓✓extremely soft and skin-friendly
✓✓breathable, your feet stay dry
Our warm toe socks made of merino
wool keep your feet warm for a long
time – both at home and in shoes.

Even in the most rigid temperatures

you won’t have a reason to complain
anymore.

MERINO CASHMERE
HOME SOCKS

Article no. 8400

29,90 €

Cosy and warm grip toe socks in merino wool and
cashmere to wear at home.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
MATERIAL 59% wool, 28% nylon, 7% polyacrylics,
4% cashmere, 1 % elastane, 1 % polyester
FABRIC very thick
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COLOUR
008
blue / green

010
grey / blue

103
light grey /
black

EVERYDAY

MERINO WOOL

… MORE COSY TOE SOCKS
and beautiful winter patterns
on page 26

MERINO CASHMERE
SNOWFLAKES

MERINO OPTIMO
Article no. 8800

32,90 €

Article no. 8307

MERINO CASHMERE
MEANDER

24,90 €

Article no. 8317

24,90 €

Warm toe socks made of 89% high quality merino
wool from New Zealand.

Warm everyday toe socks made of merino wool and
cashmere. With snowflake design.

Warm and soft everyday toe socks made of merino wool
and cashmere. With meander design.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 (in black also available in 43-46)

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

MATERIAL 89% wool, 10% nylon, 1% elastane

MATERIAL 61% wool, 29% nylon, 6% polyacrylics,
2% cashmere, 1% elastane, 1% polyester

MATERIAL 57% wool, 28% nylon, 9% polyacrylics,
4% cashmere, 1 % elastane, 1 % polyester

FABRIC thick

FABRIC thick

FABRIC thick

COLOUR
101
black

010
light grey

015
marble red

COLOUR grey/pink
101
102
black / grey charcoal /
light blue

brown/beigenavy/blau

COLOUR
101
black / grey

010
charcoal /
green

016
burgundy /
beige
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EVERYDAY
ESSENTIALS

OUR CHOICE IN
EVERYDAY SHOES
The Knitido must-have in autumn and

winter for all waverers: warm toe socks
made of a blend of merino wool and
cotton.

warm and soft just like merino socks
almost as thin as cotton socks
go with every outfit
available in two different lengths
Don’t overthink it: put your toe socks on –
and enjoy your day.
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COTTON & MERINO MELANGE
Article no. 5108

18,90 €

COTTON & MERINO MELANGE
KNEE-HIGH

Article no. 5118

22,90 €

Warm everyday toe socks made of merino wool and
cotton.

Warm everyday knee-high toe socks made of merino wool
and cotton. Fit in every kind of shoe or boot.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

MATERIAL 45% cotton, 45% wool, 9% nylon,
1% elastane

MATERIAL 45% wool, 41% cotton, 9% nylon,
3% polyester, 2% elastane

FABRIC medium

FABRIC medium

COLOUR
101
black
300
salt and pepper

103
charcoal
008
night blue

015
red clay

COLOUR
101
black

103
charcoal

008
night blue

EVERYDAY
SILKROAD

IF YOU LAYER, DO IT RIGHT
Wearing double layers can help when

it gets really cold – but when not done

right, the layers just end up disturbing,
and your feet might feel even colder
and damp.

Silk toe socks have natural

temperature regulating properties and
fit under all socks and tights.

✓✓natural temperature regulation
✓✓thin and very pleasant on the skin
✓✓absorb moisture between the toes
Your feet stay dry long and are well
protected.

SILKROAD
ANKLE

SILKROAD
MIDI

Article no. 8212

14,90 €

Article no. 8214

15,90 €

Short everyday silk toe socks.

Everyday crew toe socks, made of silk.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 (in black also available in 43-46)

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 (in black also available in 43-46)

MATERIAL 74% silk, 19% nylon, 4% polyester,
3% elastane

MATERIAL 73% silk, 19% nylon, 6% polyester,
2% elastane

FABRIC very fine

FABRIC very fine

COLOUR
101
black

007
beige

002
white

COLOUR
101
black

007
beige
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EVERYDAY
ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIALS
Article no. 5100

ESSENTIALS
KNEE-HIGH

12,90 €

Everyday cotton toe socks.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(in black also available in 47-50 for 14,90 €)
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Article no. 5101

13,90 €

Knee-high cotton toe socks. With classical
cuff.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

MATERIAL 82% cotton, 12% nylon, 4% polyester,
2% elastane

MATERIAL 81% cotton, 12% nylon,
5% polyester, 2% elastane

FABRIC fine

FABRIC fine

COLOUR
101
black
010
grey

002
005
white
brown
016
burgundy

006
navy

COLOUR
001
black

006
navy

010
grey

EVERYDAY
ESSENTIALS

ESSENTIALS SNEAKER
Article no. 5116

11,90 €

Article no. 5112

11,90 €

Soft cotton sneaker toe socks.

Short everyday cotton toe socks.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(coral available only in 35-38 and 39-42)

MATERIAL 85% cotton, 12% nylon,
2% polyester, 1% elastane
FABRIC
fineFarben
5116 neue
COLOUR
101
black
806
navy

802
dull blue
855
bluegrey

STRIPES MIDI

ESSENTIALS MIDI

White 002
Yellow 013
002
013
yellow
white
815
charcoal

15,90 €

Short striped cotton toe socks.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

MATERIAL 85% cotton, 13% nylon, 1% polyester,
1% elastane
FABRIC fine
COLOUR
101
black
815
charcoal

Article no. 9401

MATERIAL 94% cotton, 4% nylon,
1% viscose, 1% elastane
FABRIC fine

COLOUR
008 black / blau, 010 Navy / Fuchsia, 019 grey / green
802
dull blue
837
coral

103
light grey
855
bluegrey

806
navy

008
black/blue

012
019
navy/fuchsia grey/green
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EVERYDAY
ESSENTIALS

SENSITIVE CALVES?
✓✓elastic comfort cuff
✓✓does not cut into the calf
✓✓soft cotton
Choose Knitido Foot Relax.

FOOT RELAX

AIR
Article no. 8108

Article no. 5600

13,90 €

Soft everyday cotton toe socks with
comfort cuff.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

MATERIAL 80% cotton, 18% nylon,
2% elastane

MATERIAL 83% cotton, 15% nylon,
2% elastane

FABRIC very fine
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14,90 €

Toe socks made from high quality
Supima® cotton.

COLOUR
101
black

FABRIC medium

COLOUR
001
black

802
dull blue

816
charcoal

103
light grey

EVERYDAY
TABI

TABI SNEAKER

TABI ANKLE

Article no. 6104

11,90 €

Sneaker split toe socks, made of cotton.

TABI MID-CALF

Article no. 6102

11,90 €

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

Short split toe socks, made of skin-friendly, soft
cotton.

MATERIAL 83% cotton, 12% nylon, 3% polyester,
2% elastane

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
MATERIAL 87% cotton, 12% nylon, 1% elastane

FABRIC fine

FABRIC fine

COLOUR
101
black

816
charcoal

759
light blue

834
salmon

COLOUR
001
black

802
dull blue

816
charcoal

103
light grey

TABI KNEE-HIGH

Article no. 6100

12,90 €

Cotton split toe socks, with separated big toe.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(in black also available in 31-34)

Article no. 6101

14,90 €

Knee-high split toe socks made of cotton. With
a classical cuff.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

MATERIAL 90% cotton, 9% nylon, 1% elastane

MATERIAL 89% cotton, 10% nylon, 1% elastane

FABRIC fine

FABRIC fine

COLOUR
001
black

002
white

006
navy

010
grey

COLOUR
001
black

002
white
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EVERYDAY

COLOUR YOUR LIFE!

3pcs. Gift Set
MORE IS MORE!

RAINBOWS
Article no. 8305

14,90 €

Toe socks with colourful toes, made of 95% soft cotton.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(Cotton Candy available only in 35-38 and 39-42)
MATERIAL 95% cotton, 4% nylon, 1% elastane
FABRIC medium
COLOUR

14

131
161
200
210
213
214
Happy Toes Oceans Five Crayon Angels Cotton Candy Sweet & Sour Jelly Bean Buddies

A perfect gift for good vibes: Knitido 3-packs of
colourful toe socks. That’s how you find them:
✓✓go to www.knitido.de/en/goodvibes
✓✓choose your product
✓✓choose size and colour mix
… and make someone happy.

EVERYDAY

COLOUR YOUR LIFE!

RAINBOWS
ANKLE

Article no. 8303

FRUITS & PEPPER
Article no. 5213

13,90 €

Short cotton toe socks with colourful toes.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46 (Marshmallow Clouds
available only in 35-38 and 39-42)

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(blueberry available only in 35-38 and 39-42)

MATERIAL 95% cotton, 4% nylon, 1% elastane
FABRIC medium

COLOUR

131
181
121
161
111
Happy Toes Oceans Five Frosty Nights Balloon Bubbles Marshmallow Clouds

12,90 €

Comfortable everyday crew toe socks in 4 uplifting
colours. (Tend to be a small fit.)

3318

MATERIAL 54% cotton, 32% polyacrylics, 13% nylon,
1% elastane
FABRIC fine

COLOUR
101
008
salt ´n´ pepper blueberry

011
grapes

019
kiwi
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YOGA & PILATES

PARTICIPATE FROM BEGINNING TO END
Nothing should keep you from a successful workout
– especially not feeling uncomfortable on your feet.
Our toe socks for yoga & Pilates follow your feet in
everything you do on the yoga mat:
✓✓anatomical fit
✓✓non-slip coating
✓✓a barefoot-like feeling
These are socks you can fully rely on.
Discover our styles for the yoga lesson – including
warm, cozy models for after class.
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YOGA & PILATES

BESTSTELLER

SORA

UMI

KASUMI

Article no. 110051

Article no. 110054

19,90 €

19,90 €

Article no. 110081

21,90 €

Short grip toe socks. With anatomical sole.

Open, half-toe grip toe socks. Seamless finish.

Mottled grip toe socks. With arch support.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

MATERIAL 88% cotton , 9% nylon, 2% elastane,
1% polyester

MATERIAL 88% cotton, 9% nylon, 2% elastane,
1% polyester

MATERIAL 36% polyacrylics, 35% cotton, 20% nylon,
7% elastane, 2% polyester

FABRIC medium

FABRIC medium

FABRIC medium

COLOUR

04
pistachio

31
light pink

COLOUR
15
grey

55
indigo

09
black

37
magenta

77
royal blue

15
grey

55
indigo

COLOUR
09
black

45
red

65
green

77
royal blue

15
grey

09
black

21
ivory
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YOGA & PILATES
FLOW

NODOKA
Article no. 120049

26,90 €

YOGA FLOW

Article no. 120099

26,90 €

Article no. 5505

17,90 €

Long half-toe socks with open heel ad grip. Organic cotton, dyed
with natural colours.

Knee-high, half-toe socks with open heel. For warm
calves and a barefoot-feeling on the ground.

Open-heel, half-toe grip socks. (Tend to be a large fit.)

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

MATERIAL 84% cotton, 13% nylon, 2% elastane, 1% polyester

MATERIAL 84% cotton, 13% nylon, 2% elastane,
1% polyester

MATERIAL 83% cotton, 16% nylon, 1% elastane

FABRIC medium
COLOUR

18

NAMI

36
Carnation

FABRIC medium
COLOUR

61
11
Gardenia Hollyhock

19
charcoal

09
black
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SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 (obsidian also available in 43-46)
FABRIC fine

COLOUR
001
obsidian

103
charcoal

012
coral

017
water lily

YOGA & PILATES

MASSAGE

FRUITS & YOGHURT
MASSAGE

FRUITS & PEPPER
MASSAGE
Article no. 5203

13,90 €

Article no. 5223

13,90 €

Short mottled toe socks with massaging grip sole.
(Tend to be a small fit.)

Short mottled toe socks with massaging grip sole. In soft
pastel shades.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

MATERIAL 53% cotton, 31% polyacrylics, 13% nylon,
2% polyester, 1% elastane

MATERIAL 61% cotton, 26% polyacrylics, 11% nylon,
1% polyester, 1% elastane

FABRIC fine

FABRIC fine

COLOUR

101
008
salt ´n´ pepper blueberry

011
grapes

019
kiwi

COLOUR
008
blueberry

015
strawberry

019
kiwi
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Find the perfect gift

No more rummaging!

You would like to buy

someone Knitidos – but
you can’t deal with the
variety? We are more

than happy to help. Try
our gift finder:
∙∙ go to

www.knitido.de/en/gifts

∙∙ choose the fitting category
∙∙ browse among our suggestions
Giving will become easy – and a guaranteed
success.

You know exactly the type of toe socks for you – but your
favourite pair is always in the dirty laundry. Don’t worry:

Our best selling toe socks are now available in convenient
multipacks. That’s how you find them:
∙∙ go to

www.knitido.de/en/multipacks

∙∙ choose a product
∙∙ choose size and colour(s)
… and put an end to the constant rummaging in your

20

socks drawer.

%
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Become
a Sensei
Do you teach yoga or Pilates classes, and would you
like to profit from a permanent 10% discount on our
products?

Apply for a Sensei account at Knitido.
You can find all information here:

10% for new subscribers
Subscribe to the Knitido newsletter and get 10% off on
your first order.

www.knitido.de/en/newsletter

www.knitido.de/en/sensei
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YOGA & PILATES
SNEAKER

YAMA

TANI

Article no. 110061

Article no. 110062

19,90 €

Half-toe non-slip socks with ball cushioning.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

MATERIAL 84% cotton, 10% nylon, 3% polyester,
3% elastane

MATERIAL 84% cotton, 10% nylon, 3% polyester,
3% elastane

FABRIC medium

FABRIC medium

COLOUR

22

19,90 €

Full-toe non-slip socks with ball cushioning.

04
pistachio

31
light pink

COLOUR
15
grey

55
indigo

09
black

37
magenta

77
royal blue

09
black

37
magenta

77
royal blue

YOGA & PILATES

SNEAKER

HANA

YUKI

Article no. 130142

19,90 €

Bicolor, half-toe grip socks with ball cushioning.

Article no. 130162

19,90 €

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

Half-toe socks with diamond pattern. With grip
and anatomical sole.

MATERIAL 82% cotton, 10% nylon, 4% elastane,
4% polyester

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42
MATERIAL 87% cotton, 11% nylon, 2% elastane

FABRIC medium

FABRIC medium

COLOUR

23
beige /
turquoise

15
grey /
yellow

COLOUR
55
indigo /
grey

41
pink

55
indigo

19
grey
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YOGA & PILATES
OPEN

KUMO

AME

Article no. 110053

Article no. 130124

19,90 €

Open half-toe grip socks. In 4 mottled colours.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

MATERIAL 85% cotton, 9% nylon, 3% polyacrylics, 2% elastane, 1% polyester

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

MATERIAL 88% cotton, 9% nylon, 2% elastane,
1% polyester

FABRIC medium

FABRIC medium

COLOUR

COLOUR

24

21,90 €

Open sneaker toe socks with grip and anatomical
sole.

04
pistachio

31
light pink

15
grey

55
indigo

09
black

46
autumn red

69
green

76
19
cobalt blue charcoal

YOGA & PILATES
BOTANICAL

NATURALLY
BEAUTIFUL
organic cotton
dyed with botanical
colours
natural and low in
pollutants

KOKORO

YUME
Article no. 110013

23,90 €

discover our naturally
dyed products

NAGOMI

Article no. 110014

23,90 €

Article no. 130031

23,90 €

Open, full-toe grip socks. Organic cotton, dyed with
natural colours.

Open, half-toe grip socks. Organic cotton, dyed
with natural colours.

Striped grip toe socks made of organic cotton. Dyed
with natural colours.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

MATERIAL 87% cotton, 9% nylon, 2% elastane,
2% polyester

MATERIAL 87% cotton, 9% nylon, 2% elastane,
2% polyester

MATERIAL 87% cotton, 10% nylon, 2% elastane,
1% polyester

FABRIC medium

FABRIC medium

FABRIC medium

COLOUR

36
Carnation

61
Gardenia

COLOUR
85
Pansy

11
Hollyhock

36
Carnation

61
Gardenia

= Botanical series

COLOUR
85
Pansy

11
Hollyhock

36
Carnation

61
Gardenia

85
Pansy

11
Hollyhock
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YOGA & PILATES
AFTER WORKOUT

COSYNESS UP TO THE END
Warm and cosy toe socks for after class.
✓✓ideal in the relaxation phase
✓✓warm and comfortable
✓✓to be used in shoes in cold days
This way you won’t freeze on the mat – and
can take a piece of well-being with you on
the way home.

BIWA
Article no. 150236

18,90 €

Long, warm and cosy toe socks. Without grip.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42
MATERIAL 67% polyacrylics, 29% wool,
2% nylon, 1% elastane, 1% viscose
FABRIC thick
COLOUR

26

23
beige

15
grey

84
violet

YOGA & PILATES

AFTER WORKOUT

SAKURA

AYAME

Article no. 150286

24,90 €

Article no. 150319

29,90 €

Bicolor, soft toe socks. Without grip, can also be
worn in shoes.

Unicolour ribbed leg warmers. Knee-high (55 cm),
for warm calves. Ideal also during workout.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42

SIZE Unisize

MATERIAL 64% polyacrylics, 18% wool, 9% polyester,
8% nylon, 1% elastane

MATERIAL 70% polyacrylics, 23% nylon, 4% wool,
2% polyester, 1% elastane

FABRIC thick

FABRIC very thick

COLOUR

49
dark red

COLOUR
15
grey

09
black

36
fuchsia

19
charcoal

09
black
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PERFORMANCE
MTS

MTS TORNADO
Article no. 3303

19,90 €

Ultra robust running toe socks. With grip.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
MATERIAL 88% polyester, 9% nylon,
3% elastane
FABRIC medium
COLOUR
101
black

28

226
227
mandarin blue/ silver grey /
yellow
orange

PERFORMANCE
MTS

DRY FEET WITH
COOLMAX®
✓✓breathable
✓✓quick-drying
✓✓light
✓✓easy-care

MARATHON TS
Article no. 3301

19,90 €

MTS ULTRALITE
Article no. 3307

21,90 €

Running toe socks with grip and arch support.

Running toe socks with Coolmax®. Extra breathable.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(in black also available in 47-50 and 51-54 for 21,90 €)

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

MATERIAL 53% cotton, 33% polyacrylics, 8% nylon,
3% polyester, 3% elastane
FABRIC medium

COLOUR
101
black

206
navy/blue

204
224
225
black/green smoky green/greynavy/sea green
207
white/
silver grey

208
grey/
orange

215
grey/red

MATERIAL 43% polyester, 35% cotton, 16% nylon,
6% elastane
FABRIC fine
COLOUR
201
black

222
223
blue/green blue /navy
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PERFORMANCE
MTS

JUST AS FAST – WITHOUT GRIP
You love our high tech running toe socks, but
hate the grip on the sole (for example when
wearing five finger shoes)?
Then Running TS are just the right socks for
you:
✓✓with Arch Support
✓✓3D knitted, anatomical fit
✓✓breathable, with mesh zone on the forefoot
✓✓without anti-slip coating
You don’t have to do without the advantages
of Marathon toe socks: run fast, long and
blister-free – also without grip.

RUNNING TS
Article no. 3311

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
MATERIAL 53% cotton, 33% polyacrylics,
8% nylon, 3% elastane, 3% polyester
FABRIC medium
grey/
COLOUR
orange
215
101
grey/red
black
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17,90 €

Running toe socks with arch support.
Without grip.

PERFORMANCE
COMPRESSION

FOR LONG DISTANCES

8

When preparing for a long-distance run
(or even just a flight), you always have the
dilemma: compression stockings are great,
of course – but what if the pressure starts
getting too much after some time?

15.5

Asymmetric Compression toe socks are
here to solve this issue.
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ASYMMETRIC
COMPRESSION TS 2.0
Article no. 3328

49,90 €

Knee-high compression toe socks for better
endurance. (Tend to be a large fit.)
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
MATERIAL 43% polyester, 35% cotton, 16% nylon,
6% elastane
FABRIC medium

COLOUR
101
black

205
black-red

206
black-blue

7.9

mmHg

20

✓✓anatomical compression, only on the calf
muscle
✓✓no pressure in the wrong place
✓✓gradual calf compression (stronger on
the lower part)
✓✓asymmetric arch support (stronger on
the inner part)
The pressure is only where you need it –
and you can prepare for long distances,
without a worry.
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PERFORMANCE

TRACK & TRAIL

TRACK & TRAIL
ULTRALITE
Article no. 3200

13,90 €

Article no. 3202

13,90 €

Light Coolmax® sneaker toe socks. Quick-drying.

Light sneaker toe socks made of Coolmax® and cotton.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(available also in 47-50 for 15,90 €)

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

MATERIAL 81% polyester, 17% nylon, 2% elastane

MATERIAL 43% polyester, 39% cotton, 16% nylon,
2% elastane

FABRIC very fine

FABRIC very fine

COLOUR
101
black
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TRACK & TRAIL
ULTRALITE FRESH

COLOUR
103
grey

561
marsala

101
black

578
608
636
yellow green mandarin blue navy

002
white

642
charcoal

FOR FIVE FINGER SHOES
You are just not ready to store your
five finger shoes in the closet for the
winter – and you don’t have to.

PERFORMANCE
TRACK & TRAIL

TRACK & TRAIL SPINS
Article no. 3212

14,90 €

Striped sneaker toe socks made of Coolmax® and cotton.
SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
MATERIAL 45% polyester, 40% cotton,
13% nylon, 2% elastane

Don’t let the cold season spoil your passion for five finger
shoes: The ultra thin Knitido sports toe socks fit in five
finger shoes and keep your feet warm for a while longer.

FABRIC very fine

COLOUR
901
yellow/
anthracite

902
orange/
blue

903
navy/
cyan
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DR. FOOT®

SILVER PROTECT

YOUR DAILY GERM
PROTECTION

The heel and toes are especially

Your feet are healthy and well pro-

toes and favours the growth of

tected in Dr. Foot® Silver Protect toe
socks. Thanks to a specific knitting

method, these cotton socks contain a
silver thread that effectively provides
a better foot climate. Silver naturally
reduces bacteria, fungi and odours

and is therefore a great help in case

of neurodermitis, skin irritations and

lesions. We recommend using Silver
Protect toe socks in case of athlete’s
foot, sweaty feet and infections.
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susceptible to microbes. Moisture
tends to accumulate between the

harmful microbes. Many germs also
tend to nest in the callused skin,

✓✓certified silver thread
✓✓natural germ protection
✓✓prevents foot odours
✓✓long-lasting effect
✓✓washable up to 60°C

particularly on the heel (the heel
and forefoot are the parts of the

foot we strain most when walking;

that is why we have more hard skin
there).

We have therefore integrated the

silver within the cotton thread at the
forefoot and on the heel.

Ag+

Ag+

DR. FOOT®

SILVER PROTECT

DR. FOOT® SILVER PROTECT
SNEAKER
Article no. 7007

12,90 €

DR. FOOT® SILVER PROTECT
ANKLE
Article no. 7006

13,90 €

DR. FOOT® SILVER PROTECT
Article no. 7001

14,90 €

Sneaker cotton toe socks with silver thread.

Short cotton toe socks with silver thread.

Long cotton toe socks with antimicrobial silver thread.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(in black also available in 47-50 for 15,90€)

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46
(in black also available in 47-50 for 16,90€)

MATERIAL 87% cotton, 12% nylon, 1% elastane

MATERIAL 87% cotton, 12% nylon, 1% elastane

FABRIC fine

FABRIC fine

MATERIAL 87% cotton, 12% nylon, 1% elastane
FABRIC fine
COLOUR

101
black

006
navy

002
white

COLOUR
101
black

002
white

COLOUR
101
black

102
anthrazit
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DR. FOOT®

HALLUX VALGUS

BUNION SUPPORT
compression on
the metatarsus

✓✓gentle compression
on the forefoot
✓✓relieves muscles and
ligaments
✓✓relieves the metatarsophalangeal joint
✓✓mobilises the toes

DR. FOOT® HALLUX VALGUS

Article no. 5201

Article no. 5206

TOE SOCKS
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full-toe

DR. FOOT® HALLUX VALGUS
14,90 €

COMPRESSION BAND (FULL-TOE)
12,90 €

DR. FOOT® HALLUX VALGUS
COMPRESSION BAND (HALF-TOE)
Article no. 5202

12,90 €

Cotton toe socks with gentle compression band
for bunion support.

Compression band with separate toes for
bunion prevention and support.

Compression band with open toes for
bunion prevention and support.

SIZE 35-38 / 39-42 / 43-46

SIZE 35-40 / 41-46

SIZE 35-40 / 41-46

MATERIAL 79% cotton, 15% nylon,
3% polyester, 3% elastane

MATERIAL 40% nylon, 29% cotton,
18% polyester, 13% elastane

MATERIAL 69% nylon, 19% polyester,
12% elastane

FABRIC fine

FABRIC very fine

FABRIC very fine

COLOUR
001
black

854
bluegrey

COLOUR
001
black

007
beige

011
purple

COLOUR
001
black

007
beige

011
purple

DR. FOOT®

HALLUX VALGUS

EASIER THAN TAPING

TAPING WITHIN THE
SOCK

✓✓the same principle as taping

✓✓the same principle as
taping

✓✓easy application
✓✓in case of bunion or hammer
toe

✓✓helps correct bunion

✓✓can be worn barefoot or over
toe socks

✓✓in two different intensities

✓✓reusable

✓✓with separated big toe

✓✓skin-friendly and sanitary

Learn more:

www.knitido.de/en/loops

TAPING SOCKS

TAPING LOOPS
Article no. 7501

14,90 €

Elastic correcting tape for bunion or
hammer toe.
SIZE 35-36 / 37-38 / 39-40 / 41-42 / 43-44 /
45-46
CARE

COLOUR
005
brown

Article no. 7502

✓✓skin-friendly and
sanitary
45,90 €

Split toe socks with integrated taping for bunion
correction.

Learn more:

SIZE 37-38 strong / 37-38 medium / 39-40 strong /
39-40 medium / 41-42 strong / 41-42 medium /
43-44 strong / 43-44 medium

www.knitido.de/en/

MATERIAL 90% cotton, 8% nylon, 2% elastane
007
beige

008
blue

tapingsocks

FABRIC medium
COLOUR
101
black

010
light grey
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WASTE NO TIME – AND FIND WHAT
YOU NEED

HOW TO PUT ON TOE SOCKS –
AND HOW TO TAKE THEM OFF

Have you found your new favourite socks in the
catalog? Then don’t waste time browsing on our
homepage...

Don’t worry, putting toe socks on is not that hard,
it might just need a little longer the first time you
do it.

✓✓have the article number ready that is written
under the product photo

However, we have put together a few tips on how
to put your toe socks on in order to have them fit
well.

✓✓go to www.knitido.de
✓✓type the number into the search box

… and there you are, exactly on the right page.
Just choose size and colour, order and get
your socks delivered!

Learn more on:

www.knitido.de/en/tips

DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?
Check out our FAQ page:

www.knitido.de/en/faq
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HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT SIZE
When choosing the size, simply take your

Germany. Orders placed on the phone can

At Knitido you purchase on trial basis and

payment methods are available if you

receipt.

be paid by prepayment or Paypal. Further

shoe size as a benchmark. In case a model

order online.

a note in the description of the product.

SHIPPING AND RETURN CONDITIONS

tends towards a small or large fit, you´ll find

HOW TO PLACE AN ORDER
∙∙ directly on www.knitido.de
∙∙ by phone +49 (0) 30 6640 9300
∙∙ by fax +49 (0) 30 6640 9299
∙∙ via e-mail to info@knitido.de
Our prices include statutory value-added
tax. Until December 31, 2020 we reduce

Within the EU we ship from 9,90€.

have a right to return within 14 days upon

Please contact our customer service if you
wish to return your order.
Learn more under:

www.knitido.de/en/returns

Please consult our website for detailed
shipping costs worldwide:

www.knitido.de/en/shipping
We deliver via DHL, usually within 2-3
working days (overseas 3-5 days).

our prices by the 3% VAT reduction in
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here!

Discover your favourite toe socks in our retail shop or online!
Milastr.

free of shipping for large orders

easy return conditions
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Knitido Europe GmbH
Schönhauser Allee 56
10437 Berlin
Germany

SERVICE HOURS
Mon-Fri
9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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a
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Eberswalder Str.

OPENING HOURS
Tue-Sat 1:00-7:00 p.m.

ORDER AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Eberswald

Knitido SHOP

